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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States,
2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Leslie Tejlor (illustrator).
Large Print. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.LEGENDS PARALLEL is a, single story, comic
book which spans twelve issues. It tells the tale of five Earths,
each very different from the others, and the one woman who
wants to control them all. A man, his mom, and her lover have
to save the worlds. No one said this shit would be easy. Main
Characters: Tom Hill a/k/a Siafu: A wealthy, reclusive,
businessman whose, late, father designed high tech battle
armor which Tom uses to fight crime as Siafu. Stacy Lord
a/k/a Sassy: Tom s secretary by day, she s a meta-human who
possesses extraordinary powers. Arumar Singh: C.I.O. of Hill,
Inc. and a brilliant engineer. He s also one of only two nonfamily members who knows Tom s secrets and helps him fight
crime. Oshun: A mistress of toxins, named after an African love
goddess, who uses her skills to rob banks and do side jobs for
the mob. Bes: A meta-human dwarf who slavishly follows
Oshun. He s named after an Egyptian god of, among other
things, sex. Jack of Spades:...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential study pdf. It is writter in basic words and phrases rather than hard to understand. I am just happy
to tell you that this is basically the finest pdf i actually have study during my personal lifestyle and can be he very best
publication for actually.
-- Shya nne Seng er
Comprehensive information! Its this sort of great go through. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Alexa ndr a Weissna t
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